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I INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth of closed-circuit television ("CCTV") surveillance that has been experienced throughout the world in recent years cannot be exaggerated. Individuals are increasingly subjected to surveillance in town centres, city streets, public car parks, shopping precincts, banks, transport services, workplaces, and a variety of other public and private spaces. In New Zealand, local authorities and the police have been quick to proclaim the value of CCTV surveillance technology in reducing the incidence of crime and other anti-social behaviour, and in improving public perceptions of safety. However, warnings by the United Kingdom Information Commissioner that the United Kingdom is "sleepwalking into a surveillance society" have now reached New Zealand. The Information Commissioner's concerns are echoed by La Forest J in the Supreme Court of Canada, who warns that the very efficacy of surveillance technologies — if left unregulated — threatens to annihilate reasonable expectations of privacy. This article assesses whether the current legal framework governing state CCTV surveillance in New Zealand adequately protects citizens and society from the harmful effects of CCTV surveillance. It responds to the New Zealand Law Commission's recent call for submissions on whether or not CCTV surveillance should be regulated.

Part II examines the significance of the discussion of state CCTV surveillance. In doing so, the remarkable advances in CCTV technology, and the international growth of state CCTV surveillance as a law enforcement tool, are charted. The significance of the issues raised by CCTV surveillance is discussed by reference to the surveillance literature and the predominant objectives and purposes for which surveillance is implemented. The article proceeds, in Part III, to consider the current
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legal framework governing state CCTV surveillance in New Zealand. In particular, the Privacy Act 1993, the police policy on CCTV in public places ("Police Policy"), and the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 ("NZBORA") are examined.

The inability of the current legal framework to address the concerns of state CCTV surveillance adequately is built upon in Part IV, which discusses the need for regulation. In particular, the article examines the popular assumptions that CCTV surveillance is effective in reducing the incidence of crime and increasing public perceptions of safety. It is contended that the available evidence debunks such common assumptions, raising concerns regarding the justification and proportionality of implementing state CCTV surveillance. Accordingly, Part V calls for a comprehensive legislative framework governing the implementation, continuation, and operation of state CCTV surveillance in New Zealand. Several proposals are advanced, drawing upon international experience.

II SIGNIFICANCE OF CCTV SURVEILLANCE

Importance of Discussion

In many ways, the perception of state CCTV surveillance epitomizes the debate surrounding the rise of a surveillance state: "[w]hilst its use and further development is accepted without question and welcomed in some quarters, to others it symbolizes the worst excesses of a surveillance society."

For many, state CCTV surveillance represents a significant threat to the tenets of a free democratic society. Excessive and irrelevant surveillance of the public sphere is perceived as diminishing the privacy of individuals and undermining their personal autonomy, dignity, and ability to develop and flourish. Moreover, increased self-consciousness increases inhibition, chilling freedom of expression and association. It has been argued that pervasive surveillance of an individual in public will reveal more information than traditional searches of that individual’s personal belongings.
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Further, an individual may suffer distress, embarrassment, and humiliation as a result of the disclosure of CCTV recordings. An individual harm arises irrespective of whether the CCTV recordings are inadvertently or intentionally disclosed to the wider public or unauthorized persons. The potential for CCTV surveillance to be abused also gives rise to concern. CCTV surveillance may be operated in a discriminatory manner, targeting those sections of society that are considered undesirable. Such discrimination leads to the potential that individuals may be excluded from the public sphere. In light of the concerns identified, the relatively nonchalant reception of state CCTV surveillance by the public is surprising. As the government of British Columbia recognized, the public may come to regret the introduction of mass CCTV surveillance over time:

There is a very real risk that within a few short years British Columbians could find themselves subjected to pervasive, routine and random surveillance of their ordinary, lawful public activities.... In and of itself, each system might be lawful and reasonable, but the synergy of all systems operating together is something the public is likely to regret.

Consequently, the time to address the harmful implications emanating from state CCTV surveillance is now.

The Terminology and Technology

The term ‘closed-circuit television’ has evolved from its original meaning, based on the distinction between private and broadcast television, to encompass all forms of visual surveillance systems. The terminology applies irrespective of the technological specifications of the particular system. The phrase ‘CCTV surveillance’ is thus commonly understood to refer simply to the continuous or periodic visual monitoring or recording of the general public. Although CCTV surveillance is extensively implemented throughout the private sector, this article is confined to an analysis of CCTV surveillance employed by the state.
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Visual surveillance devices used by CCTV surveillance systems have come a long way from the grainy black and white pictures of times past. Continuous improvements have seen visual surveillance cameras equipped with high-definition colour, date and time software, indefinite storage, and zoom, tilt, and pan capabilities that may be controlled by automatic pilot or operated remotely. These substantial improvements enhance natural eyesight, allowing a person to see further, more clearly, in greater detail, and in difficult conditions.

The capabilities of CCTV surveillance devices continue to develop apace. New generations of CCTV cameras are capable of monitoring "suspicious behaviour", announcing orders to people, and sounding alarms. The technology to lip-read, see through clothing for concealed objects, identify and track persons through crowds, and judge an individual's temperament is being developed.

New Zealand police are embracing these technological developments. Facial recognition software has already been purchased and will allow faces captured by CCTV cameras to be checked against a database holding approximately 800,000 images of convicted offenders. The police have also signalled their intention to upgrade their technology, developing a wireless broadband network that can be controlled remotely.

Current Use

The exponential growth of CCTV surveillance internationally is impressive. Over 26 million surveillance cameras have been introduced worldwide within a few decades. The United Kingdom, described as having the most watched citizenry, has led the world in state CCTV surveillance, with the number of cameras estimated to be increasing at a rate of 500 per week.
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The pervasiveness of state CCTV surveillance in the United Kingdom has prompted some to describe CCTV as the country's "fifth utility". Early CCTV systems were funded through local authorities, police, and commercial interests. However, the late-1990s saw the true honeymoon of CCTV. While in March 1995 over 90 CCTV systems were in operation, by 1998 this had skyrocketed under the Home Office Crime Reduction Programme CCTV Initiative. A central part of the United Kingdom government's law and order campaign, this initiative saw 684 CCTV systems funded at a cost of £170 million. At one point, the Home Office was spending 79 per cent of its budget for crime prevention on the installation and development of CCTV surveillance. Criminologist Clive Norris has estimated that the average Londoner can expect to be captured by over 300 cameras per day. Additionally, the government has openly encouraged businesses in the private sector to install CCTV surveillance.

While the development of state CCTV surveillance in the United Kingdom has been well-documented, the Canadian situation has been largely ignored. The purported success of CCTV surveillance in reducing crime in the United Kingdom was likely to have been instrumental in influencing numerous Canadian cities to implement their own CCTV systems. The first city to introduce CCTV was Sherbrooke, Quebec, in 1991. In 1996, the Ontario city of Sudbury introduced its "Lion's Eye in the Sky" — the first project in Ontario to use CCTV monitoring as a law enforcement tool. Today there are more than 13 reported CCTV systems operating, with many more being proposed.

By one estimate, the United States boasts more than 11 million CCTV surveillance cameras. CCTV surveillance is extensive in New York, with many clandestine private surveillance cameras. A 1998 survey by the New York Civil Liberties Union identified 2,397 visible surveillance cameras.
at street level in Manhattan. The area from Greenwich Village to Soho had 769 cameras. A count of this area seven years later revealed that the number of cameras had increased to 4,176. In 2006, the New York Police Department ("NYPD") announced the development of a "citywide system of CCTV", which would be funded by a $9 million grant from Federal Homeland Security and up to $81.5 million in federal counter-terrorism funding. Other major United States cities that have implemented CCTV systems include Baltimore, Washington DC, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Oakland, Tacoma, Seattle, Charleston, and Chicago.

New Zealand local councils are beginning to follow the international trend in implementing CCTV systems in their communities. Most CCTV systems are owned by the local government or business groups but are operated by the police or with police support. The exact number of surveillance cameras in operation remains unknown. Several local councils have CCTV systems in their main streets, including Lower Hutt, Wanganui, Hastings, Napier, and Gisborne. The Auckland City Council operates 49 cameras in the central business district in a joint venture with a business group, Heart of the City, and the police. In 2007, the Waimakariri District Council upgraded its older CCTV system to a wireless one, with higher specification cameras that capture better quality images during both the day and night, and have greater storage capacity. The CCTV system is controlled by local police and monitored by volunteers.

Finally, the Manukau City Council provides the most helpful and illuminative case study in New Zealand. The Council undertook a 16-month in-depth review of its CCTV system, culminating in the development of a CCTV surveillance strategy. It installed its first CCTV system in 2001. By 2006, the Council was responsible for 100 CCTV cameras throughout council premises, 19 public CCTV cameras, and approximately 40 traffic management CCTV cameras, at a cost of approximately $2.1 million.

This nonchalant reception of general video surveillance in the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States, and New Zealand stands in stark contrast to its reception in continental Europe. The French National Committee on Computer Data and Individual Freedom first began to oppose the introduction of state CCTV surveillance as early as 1986. In 1995,
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the French Government enacted legislation governing the introduction and control of CCTV, the practical effect of which was to severely restrict its growth. In Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court prohibited state CCTV surveillance in 1983 when it recognized the “right of informational self-determination” based on Article II of the German Constitution. Today, the German position remains relatively unchanged, with opposition to CCTV remaining strong: one Chief Superintendent of Leipzig has stated that “we do not want an English situation”. In Sweden, police must obtain authorization to install a CCTV system. The different reaction CCTV surveillance has received in continental Europe indicates that the technology has not been universally embraced as a reasonable, admirable, and benign law enforcement tool.

**Fear of a Surveillance State**

The unprecedented growth in visual surveillance has been accompanied by an equally impressive growth in the surveillance literature declaring “the death, destruction and utter end of privacy in our society and an emerging, if somewhat disturbing, transparency”. Throughout the surveillance literature, privacy advocates relentlessly employ the evocative imagery of George Orwell’s prophetic 1984, Jeremy Bentham’s and Michel Foucault’s ubiquitous “panopticon”, and Anthony Giddens’ description of the totalitarian state. The imagery serves to illustrate the persistent and disturbing theme that state surveillance is out of control, and society is in constant danger of degenerating into an authoritarian or totalitarian state.

Privacy International, a privacy advocacy organization, succinctly captures this prevailing concern:

> There is a grave risk that the CCTV industry is out of control. Fuelled by fear of crime, the systems take on a life of their own, defying quantification and quashing public debate. In a very short time, the systems have challenged some fundamental tenets of justice, and created the threat of a surveillance society. Other more traditional approaches to law enforcement and social justice are being undermined without due process.
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As Goold emphasizes, however, the analogies drawn highlight an assumption that surveillance is inherently related to authoritarianism and totalitarianism. Yet the reality is very different to the picture painted by privacy advocates, as only a small minority of CCTV systems currently possess advanced capabilities. Rather, privacy advocates are concerned with possible future advances in CCTV surveillance. When examining the position in New Zealand, it is necessary to distinguish the capabilities of current CCTV systems, or proposals for new or expanded ones, from the possible developments that might be implemented in the future.

The hyperbole characterizing the surveillance literature may be challenged in two further respects. First, Orwell's 'Big Brother' description did not envisage a key feature of modern surveillance — the extent to which private organizations have embraced CCTV. In fact, the private sector is generally ahead of the state in exploiting CCTV surveillance. In the United States, for example, nearly US$100 billion is spent annually on surveillance equipment devices, with a purported 50 per cent of sales attributable to private commercial organizations. Interestingly, many private CCTV systems are not installed in areas suffering a high incidence of crime. On the contrary, CCTV is prevalent in well-to-do areas, such as up-market shopping strips, entertainment centres, and down-town commercial areas. Business entrepreneurs promote CCTV surveillance not only in the belief that it prevents crime and protects customers, but perhaps also because it provides the opportunity to socially engineer the environment through the eviction of undesirable people.

Consequently, rather than being watched by one 'Big Brother', it is more accurate to say that society is being watched by hundreds of 'little brothers'. The prevalence of private CCTV surveillance is significant in challenging assumptions that CCTV surveillance reflects a power struggle between citizens and an over-zealous state.

The trend for private CCTV surveillance systems implemented by business entrepreneurs has arrived in New Zealand. In 2007, the Newmarket Business Association installed 14 CCTV cameras in Newmarket, an up-market Auckland shopping precinct, at a cost of $70,000 per annum to ratepayers. In response to media speculation that Newmarket must be
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suffering from a crime wave to justify the installation, Cameron Brewer, the manager of the Newmarket Business Association, remarked:58

No no not at all. The police in the past 12 months have told me one thing we don’t have in Newmarket is violent crime. Rarely do we have flare-ups after dark and we don’t have any problems with our liquor licences.

Reminiscent of promotions in the United Kingdom, details surrounding the operation of the Newmarket system were noticeably absent,59 the emphasis instead being on the technical specifications of the system. While it was disclosed that the CCTV system would be kept in the local police station, it remains unclear who retains ultimate responsibility: the police, the security company, the council, or the Newmarket Business Association. In May 2009, the Newmarket Business Association and the local police reported a 22 per cent reduction in thefts in Newmarket during the previous 12 months, attributing some of this success to the new CCTV system.60

Secondly, agitation for implementing state CCTV surveillance has frequently come from businesses and citizens themselves. Again, to the extent that businesses and citizens campaign for and support the introduction of CCTV systems, the reigning metaphor holding ‘Big Brother’ responsible is undermined. The United Kingdom Information Commissioner recently advised the House of Commons Affairs Select Committee that “the population likes cameras and cannot get enough of them”.61 In the past, concerned citizens have mobilized around a common grievance campaign for the implementation of a CCTV system, under a belief that it will solve a perceived crime epidemic. In London, Ontario, for example, 16 surveillance cameras were introduced following a successful campaign by the citizens’ initiative, Friends Against Senseless Endings.62

Significantly, the campaign promoted CCTV surveillance before the police did, and informed the development of the Police Policy.

**Justifications and Policies**

Surveillance cameras are promoted as an effective and valuable resource that is indispensable to law enforcement. The prevailing belief that CCTV surveillance will deter and prevent crime is premised on the assumption that offenders will realize that the benefits of offending are outweighed by
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the risk of being caught and punished.\textsuperscript{63} As a result, CCTV surveillance is expected to reduce the incidence of crime and anti-social behaviour.

In New Zealand, the police have stated that the objective of CCTV surveillance is “to reduce the incidence of crime and disorder, so members of the community feel safe when visiting the public areas covered by the cameras”.\textsuperscript{64} Similarly, local councils have introduced CCTV surveillance with a goal of preventing or reducing crime and other anti-social behaviour, and of improving public perceptions of safety within town centres.\textsuperscript{65}

CCTV surveillance is presumed to reduce the fear of crime as it allows members of the general public to frequent public spaces safely. As a result, natural surveillance of the area increases, which further deters potential offenders. Further, CCTV surveillance is considered to be a mechanism that reminds the public to be security conscious, and to take appropriate steps to keep safe. It is frequently cited as a means of improving police response times, thereby increasing public safety, and reducing costs through the efficient allocation of police resources.\textsuperscript{66} CCTV surveillance is also attributed with reducing costs by facilitating the investigation and identification of offenders, and obtaining convictions through speedier prosecutions.\textsuperscript{67} For some, when compared with the above purposes, concerns in the surveillance literature appear pessimistic, overdramatic, and unrealistic. The objectives of CCTV surveillance are perceived as utterly reasonable, admirable, and benign.\textsuperscript{68} But are they?

III THE CURRENT LEGAL FRAMEWORK

This Part explores the ways in which state CCTV surveillance has been regulated in New Zealand and overseas. The discussion begins by outlining the applicable regulatory framework in New Zealand and assessing its strengths and weaknesses.

The Current Legal Framework in New Zealand

New Zealand has no comprehensive legislation prohibiting or authorizing CCTV surveillance. There is a lacuna in the law. Local authorities, the police, and private organizations have an absolute discretion to introduce
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and maintain CCTV surveillance systems. However, as the Manukau strategy identifies, CCTV systems must be operated in a manner consistent with the Privacy Act 1993.69

The police are subject to further regulation under the Police Policy, which was developed in association with the Office of the Privacy Commissioner.70 It provides that the police may support and work in conjunction with local authorities and other groups wanting to install CCTV systems in public places for the purposes of crime prevention.71 The Police Policy governs all proposals for new CCTV systems and the expansion of existing systems.

1 Strengths of the Current Legal Framework

The Police Policy represents a positive contribution to the regulation of state CCTV surveillance. It provides a set of rules that apply the principles of the Privacy Act to the operation of CCTV surveillance. As a result, emphasis is placed upon prescriptive rules surrounding the storage, retention, and use of the surveillance footage. For example, surveillance must be clearly labelled, access to the monitors and archived surveillance footage must be restricted to authorized persons only, and the purposes for which surveillance may be used are restricted to inquiries for an investigation or prosecution, training purposes, or research.72

The Police Policy also addresses, to a limited extent, some of the wider implications of state CCTV surveillance. First, there is a retention period of two months, after which the records must be completely and securely destroyed. This obligation is significant as it addresses concerns that state CCTV surveillance may chill the public sphere, by ensuring that the public are not exposed to a permanent risk of surveillance footage reappearing years later.73

Secondly, the public must be consulted prior to the installation of a new CCTV system, or the expansion of an existing one. The Privacy Commissioner must also be notified of this consultation process. The obligation to consult with the public is important as it provides citizens the opportunity to contribute to the decision of implementation. Moreover, the Police Policy requires that prominent and clear signs be installed at the perimeter of the target area to notify the public of the presence of CCTV surveillance.

Thirdly, the Police Policy addresses concerns regarding the arbitrary, continuous, and targeted surveillance of individuals. Crucially, the positioning of the camera must be justified by reference to statistics
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concerning specific crimes, such as car theft, assault, or drugs.\textsuperscript{74} Continuous 24-hour monitoring is also prohibited, with operational hours restricted to times where it can be shown that there is a higher likelihood of offences being committed and detected by the camera.\textsuperscript{75} These requirements reflect the need for cameras to be justified as necessary and proportionate in the circumstances.

Further, unless there is a reasonable suspicion that an offence is taking place, cameras are prohibited from tracking or zooming in on any person, monitoring the entrance of a building, or viewing through a building's windows (unless it is part of a wide angle, long shot, or pan). These prohibitions reflect the purpose of surveillance: "[c]rime prevention cameras are not used to maintain surveillance on individuals or groups — they are to prevent and detect criminal offences in identified high crime areas."\textsuperscript{76}

2 Weaknesses of the Current Legal Framework

The current legal framework governing state CCTV surveillance is weak and ineffective. The framework employs codes of conduct and industry guidelines, rather than legislative provisions. The principal concern is that 'soft-regulation' effectively relies on the co-operation and goodwill of the relevant organizations.\textsuperscript{77} As a regulatory regime, it provides insufficient safeguards and raises concerns regarding justification, accountability, and transparency.

In particular, the narrow focus on the management and security of personal information fails to appreciate and capture the wider implications and concerns arising from state CCTV surveillance:\textsuperscript{78} namely, that excessive, irrelevant, or unnecessary surveillance may undermine a person's autonomy and dignity, and ultimately the nature of the public sphere. The Privacy Act deals merely with the consequences of interfering with privacy.\textsuperscript{79} It does not address the preliminary and more important issue of whether the state should be permitted to implement CCTV surveillance in the first place. Further, the enforcement and investigation of the obligations under the Privacy Act are primarily dependent upon individual complaints made by the public to the Privacy Commissioner.\textsuperscript{80} Compliance with the privacy legislation is thus perceived merely as an organizational or business cost, rather than a moral, social, or legal obligation.\textsuperscript{81}
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Despite going further than the Privacy Act, the Police Policy suffers from several fundamental weaknesses. Perhaps the most obvious shortcoming is its restrictive application. It applies only to the police, and is therefore not binding upon other state organizations, such as local councils. Consequently, there is no uniform guide that governs all forms of state CCTV surveillance.

While the Police Policy provides several mechanisms of accountability, the independence and enforcement of these are questionable. For example, the police are subject to periodic internal audits that examine operating standards and security, and a further annual review to examine the location, operation, effectiveness, and continuing necessity for the cameras. The review recognizes that CCTV surveillance requires ongoing justification, and contemplates that cameras should be removed where they are deemed no longer necessary.

The main criticism of the above review mechanisms is that they are too vague. It is debatable as to whether a police officer performing a review has the necessary experience and qualifications to undertake the complex task of assessing a system's effectiveness. The appropriateness of a member of the police assessing the continuing necessity of a CCTV system is also questionable. Audits should be encouraged to identify any non-compliance and areas in need of improvement. The Police Policy does not elaborate on the details of such audits. Questions left unanswered include who assesses the audits, where accountability rests, and what the consequences are for non-compliance.

The Privacy Commissioner has a right under the Police Policy to review the need for, and use of, any police crime prevention camera operation. Police are required to disclose to the Privacy Commissioner a proposal outlining the justification for implementing a CCTV system, or the expansion of an existing one. Following installation, the police must disclose copies of the operating policies, the public notices issued, and periodic evaluation reports. The role of the Privacy Commissioner is essential to independent accountability of the police. However, it remains unclear what power the Privacy Commissioner may exert. The obligations of disclosure are arguably no more onerous than merely keeping the Commissioner informed. Yet as Norris and Armstrong note, "[i]n the absence of effective democratic oversight and accountability we are in effect hostages to our faith that those operating and running such systems will do so in an enlightened way." The Police Policy fails to provide an adequate framework for regulating state CCTV surveillance. It is designed to ensure compliance.
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with the narrow concerns protected under the Privacy Act. Where the Police Policy does address further issues regarding justification, accountability, and enforcement, it fails to go far enough.

**Legal Frameworks Overseas**

1 **United Kingdom**

The use of privacy protection legislation, supplemented by codes of practice to govern state CCTV surveillance, is also used overseas. In the United Kingdom, the state is authorized to implement and maintain CCTV surveillance systems without any approval process. This power is implied under a number of statutes, including the Local Government Act 1972, the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, and the Data Protection Act 1998. In fact, the need to obtain planning permission to install CCTV surveillance was deliberately abolished in 1995.

Like the New Zealand Privacy Act 1993, the Data Protection Act 1998 imposes obligations on the collection, use, and retention of personal information. Following a review and public consultation in August 2007, the Information Commissioner released the Code of Practice 2008 ("the Code"). The primary purpose of the Code is to establish standards that comply with the eight legally enforceable Data Protection Act principles, and to ensure that CCTV surveillance is used for limited purposes that are compatible with individual rights. The Code itself remains unenforceable, and is therefore best described as merely a recommendation on good practice.

The Code goes further than the Data Protection Act by setting out a series of questions designed to assist in the decision of whether or not to implement a CCTV system. Local authorities are encouraged to assess whether a system is necessary and proportionate in the circumstances, and if so, what the parameters of its operation should be. The Code requires that systems be reviewed regularly so as to establish the continued justification of the system, preferably when notification is renewed annually.

In February 2009, the House of Lords Select Committee on the Constitution released a report, which highlighted that the rising pervasiveness of surveillance in the United Kingdom creates the risk of undermining the traditional relationship between citizens and the state,
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and the right to privacy. The House of Lords concluded that regulation of state CCTV surveillance in the United Kingdom is necessary. This development, while significant, has come at a late stage. During the United Kingdom's CCTV honeymoon period (when the overwhelming majority of CCTV surveillance systems were introduced), there was no regulation governing the circumstances in which CCTV systems could be installed.

2 Canada

Contrary to the United Kingdom, the development of CCTV surveillance in Canada has taken place within a regulatory framework of both federal and provincial privacy legislation. As a result, an extensive array of resources is available in Canada, which provides guidance on developing a CCTV system that is lawful, justifiable, and has regard for privacy interests.

Approximately 150 federal government agencies are subject to the Privacy Act RSC 1985, which imposes safeguards on the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has also issued guidelines on the use of CCTV systems in public places. This regime is replicated in every territory and province, all of which have implemented similar privacy protection laws and guidelines. The various Canadian guidelines require the development of a comprehensive written policy governing the use of state CCTV surveillance systems. Moreover, the guidelines provide detailed advice concerning issues relevant to the Police Policy. To illustrate, Alberta and British Columbia specifically prescribe the means by which visual surveillance records should be destroyed. Like New Zealand, the prescriptive nature of the guidelines may be attributed to the emphasis on the management of personal information protected through the respective privacy protection laws.

Significantly, Canada has not restricted itself to the protection and management of personal information. Instead, it has placed a greater
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emphasis on the interference of state CCTV surveillance with the privacy of individuals, and its implications for society as a whole.96

Video surveillance of public places nonetheless presents a challenge to privacy, to freedom of movement and freedom of association, all rights we take for granted in Canada. This is especially true when the surveillance is conducted by police or other law enforcement authorities.

In recognition of this concern, Canada has imposed a mandatory obligation on state agents to undertake a privacy impact assessment ("PIA"), which must be supplied to the Privacy Commissioner prior to implementation. A PIA assesses the impact that the proposed surveillance will have on the privacy rights of individuals, and how such effects could be mitigated.97 In particular, a PIA provides that state CCTV surveillance must only be employed where conventional methods of law enforcement are substantially less effective, and the benefits of surveillance substantially outweigh the reduction in privacy.98 The surveillance must be justified through reference to verifiable and specific crime statistics, safety concerns, or other compelling evidence. Yet ultimately, the decision-making power to introduce CCTV surveillance remains with the local authority or police.

The mechanisms of accountability are in many respects similar to New Zealand. Local authorities are required to conduct internal audits, and the respective provincial and territory Information and Privacy Commissioners are also empowered to conduct audits — although the role of the Commissioner is more appropriately described as one of guidance, rather than accountability and enforcement.99 Despite this, the Canadian framework provides a wealth of information, and clearly represents the most comprehensive regulatory framework of CCTV surveillance. It is an illustration of the current best practices with regard to state CCTV surveillance.

3 United States

Some states and cities in the United States have attempted to regulate the use of CCTV surveillance. Washington DC has imposed an obligation on the police to conduct audits that examine compliance with the
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established policies and procedures. In the absence of comprehensive legislation, however, private organizations have taken to issuing their own guidelines. For example, the New York Civil Liberties Union has developed guidelines (based on the Canadian system), which both the Security Industry Association and the International Association of Chiefs of Police support.

The current legal frameworks governing state CCTV surveillance in New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States are premised on privacy protection legislation, supplemented through codes of practice. Yet privacy protection legislation fails to provide an effective and meaningful regulatory framework. In particular, it does not address the preliminary decision of whether CCTV surveillance should be introduced at all. In this respect, New Zealand could learn from the Canadian PIA, which effectively requires state CCTV surveillance to be justified as a necessary and proportionate law enforcement measure.

The New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990

A final avenue potentially available to govern CCTV surveillance is provided by section 21 of the NZBORA:

21 Unreasonable search and seizure

Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure, whether of the person, property or correspondence or otherwise.

The purpose of search and seizure law is to regulate the state’s powers to intrude into the lives of its citizens. The ability of state CCTV surveillance to intrude on the daily lives of individuals thus makes recourse to section 21 appealing. In particular, application of the NZBORA will provide valuable judicial oversight and guidance as to the lawful and reasonable use of CCTV surveillance. The New Zealand Law Commission has recognized that recourse to the NZBORA may be particularly helpful in circumstances where additional technological enhancements are used by CCTV systems.

However, the courts have yet to determine whether CCTV surveillance may constitute a “search” within the meaning of section 21, a prerequisite to invoking the right. It is clear that the traditional common law concept of
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a “search” — premised on the strict requirements of a physical trespass — is inept at dealing with public CCTV surveillance. The Court of Appeal has indicated an expansion of the definition of “search” to encompass any state activity that impinges upon a “reasonable expectation of privacy”. The reasonable expectation of privacy concept is essentially an analytical tool designed to reconcile privacy and law enforcement interests.

On the continuum of privacy expectations, it is trite to state that an expectation of privacy in a public place is the most attenuated. Privacy must be diminished in public — interference is a necessary incidence of venturing beyond one’s door. Although an individual cannot expect absolute freedom from police observation, it is reasonable to expect that he or she will not be subject to constant surveillance throughout the public sphere. The New Zealand Law Commission has recognized that people in public places do not give up all expectations of privacy, particularly if they are caught in a vulnerable situation not of their own making.

A commonly held belief is that the capturing of intimate or sensitive information is likely to be the exception rather than the rule when dealing with CCTV surveillance. This gives rise to the most prevalent justification for CCTV surveillance:

[All law-abiding citizens should have nothing to hide. Only if people desire to conceal unlawful activity should they be concerned, but … people engaged in illegal conduct have no legitimate claim to maintaining privacy of such activities.

The ‘nothing to hide’ argument attempts to balance the extent to which privacy interests are implicated by CCTV surveillance, and the legitimate objectives of law enforcement. Privacy here may be seen as a cloak

---
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that permits an individual to commit fraud or deception by concealing information from persons who have a legitimate interest in it.\textsuperscript{114} Under this approach, privacy interests appear doomed to be defeated.\textsuperscript{115}

Yet this argument succeeds only to the extent that it confines the debate to a narrow conception of privacy. First, it fails to acknowledge that state CCTV surveillance does pose a risk that intimate or sensitive information will be captured.\textsuperscript{116} Secondly, the argument does not recognize that privacy has a social function necessary for human flourishing and self-development, and is justifiable in itself.\textsuperscript{117} In particular, it fails to appreciate the long-term implications of CCTV surveillance on the nature of a free and democratic society. The intrusiveness of CCTV surveillance is not necessarily revealed in any particular situation but may be more accurately described as an environmental harm that builds up over time.\textsuperscript{118}

A focus on the actual expectations of privacy held by society is problematic. In the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States, CCTV was introduced prior to thorough policy discussions, intellectual debate, and in some cases, any public consultation. There is concern that by the time the courts define “reasonable expectation of privacy”, the impact of technology in society may have already changed public perceptions of privacy:\textsuperscript{119} “if one leaves it too late to find an answer, the nature of the very problem will have changed.”\textsuperscript{120} Adopting a normative interpretation of reasonable expectation of privacy avoids the uncertainty and difficulties produced by the public’s changing attitudes towards privacy.\textsuperscript{121}

La Forest J has endorsed the normative analysis of reasonable expectation of privacy. In April 2002, La Forest J issued an opinion that examined the legal and constitutional implications of state CCTV surveillance in Canada, and concluded that it contravened section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 1982.\textsuperscript{122} The normative analysis examines whether CCTV surveillance is acceptable in the absence of any limitations whatsoever on the state.\textsuperscript{123} In doing so, it examines the “standards of privacy that persons can expect to enjoy in a free and democratic society”.\textsuperscript{124}
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A defining feature of a free society is the transient nature of the public sphere, which affords members of the public a degree of anonymity and freedom. One can be comforted by the fact that information is revealed only fleetingly — strangers do not know our identity and any information is likely to be forgotten. The ability to repeatedly scrutinize recorded surveillance footage, however, materially alters the interference with privacy, which is no longer merely an incidental observation of an individual’s movements. It has been argued that the potential for disclosure, months or even years later, to a far greater audience, including family, friends, or work colleagues, “annihilates the very important right to choose the range of our listeners [and watchers]”.

Prevalent and unmitigated state surveillance is repeatedly described in the surveillance literature as “suffocating”. The loss of privacy undermines an individual’s autonomy and ability to develop intimate relationships, and increases self-consciousness. State CCTV surveillance thus poses a threat to freedom of expression and association, fundamental hall-marks of the democratic society in which we live. The New Zealand Law Commission recently acknowledged that excessive surveillance may deter eccentric or spontaneous behaviour, including legitimate protest and political activism.

Recognition of the long-term implications of state CCTV surveillance highlights the societal interest in protecting and maintaining the privacy of individuals. State CCTV surveillance permits the police to observe systematically any potential offenders as well as every law-abiding member of society. Accordingly, the finding that CCTV surveillance does not constitute a “search” is effectively a decision to authorize or expand state power to pry into its citizens’ lives: “[b]y removing entire categories of searches from Fourth Amendment [or section 21] scrutiny, the Court eviscerates what is often the only limitation upon law enforcement power.” This is true for state CCTV surveillance. The NZBORA is currently the only legal avenue for challenging the legitimacy of a CCTV surveillance system. Requiring state CCTV surveillance to be reasonable pursuant to section 21 will not shield wrongdoers per se, but will preserve a measure of personal privacy for all society, which is necessary in a free democracy.
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This Part identifies and discusses further reasons that support the need for regulation and, in particular, examines common assumptions regarding the justifications for implementing state CCTV surveillance. These justifications are premised on the objectives for which the surveillance is implemented. Nonetheless, there is a growing body of evidence that suggests that the justification for state CCTV surveillance is not as strong as it first appears.

**Justified Intrusion? Examining the Effectiveness of CCTV**

For some criminologists, the advent of CCTV surveillance is indicative of a general trend in law enforcement to move away from the traditional punitive and deterrent framework of crime control to “risk-based policing”.\(^\text{133}\) CCTV surveillance exemplifies risk-based policing: it focuses on the indiscriminate gathering of information on an entire population, rather than targeting and investigating persons of interest during an investigation into an offence.

Risk-based policing marks a significant change in power between the individual and the state. A fundamental feature of a democratic society is “the individual’s sense that she will not have to justify her every action and expression to a government official”.\(^\text{134}\) For La Forest J, arbitrary surveillance of the entire population fails to strike an appropriate balance between the right to be left alone and the legitimate aims of law enforcement. The implementation of mass CCTV surveillance should not be justified by the claim that citizens have nothing to hide but by the presentation of a compelling state interest.\(^\text{135}\) It is therefore necessary to examine and assess the principal arguments for and against the use of state CCTV surveillance.

1 **Prevalence of Unsubstantiated Assumptions**

The perception that CCTV surveillance is an effective tool in decreasing crime and increasing public safety has been predominant since the first systems were introduced. Goold argues that the politicization of criminal justice saw policy increasingly premised on ideology rather than research.\(^\text{136}\) Enthusiastic assertions of the benefits of CCTV surveillance — despite the dearth of evidence to substantiate such claims — quickly became an
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established pattern for both the Conservative and Labour Parties in the United Kingdom. This CCTV surveillance became an attractive policy that assured the public that action on crime was being taken. This is epitomized by the words of the former Home Secretary, Michael Howard:

CCTV is a wonderful technological supplement to the police.... CCTV spots crimes, identifies law breakers, and helps convict the guilty ... [it] is a real asset to communities: a great deterrent to crime and a huge reassurance to the public.

Further, the media have played a significant role in promoting the virtues of CCTV surveillance.

The media frequently echoes this trumpeting, approving style of analysis ... the technology is presented as a highly effective tool of both deterrence and detection, with few questions raised about civil liberties implications (or its effectiveness for that matter).

2 Effectiveness in New Zealand

The role of politicians and the media in promoting CCTV surveillance is certainly not unique to the United Kingdom. Promotional materials released by local authorities are often silent on the technical capabilities and other features of the CCTV systems, and focus on the purported benefits that the systems will bring to communities. Further, local authorities and the police release intermittent media reports extolling the virtues of CCTV systems, reinforcing common assumptions that CCTV is effective. One illustration is the use of CCTV in the rapid arrest of an offender responsible for a savage attack in Hamilton’s central business district in 2008.

However, there are few statistics available in New Zealand indicating the effectiveness of CCTV systems. It appears that the only local council that has conducted a comprehensive research study, or at least made its findings public, is the Manukau City Council. The Council assessed the effectiveness of its CCTV system in public places against the objectives for which it was implemented. To this end, it analyzed public surveys, the number of incidents recorded, the requests for assistance made by CCTV operators, police requests for footage, and local crime statistics. The two principal claims — that CCTV surveillance is effective in reducing crime and increasing public safety perceptions — are discussed below in reference to several reports on CCTV systems.
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(a) Crime Statistics

The Manukau Report was unable to assess the impact of its CCTV system on preventing or reducing crime because the available crime statistics related to a greater geographical area than what the CCTV system covered. The report recognized that despite a decline in anti-social behaviour recorded by CCTV cameras, "there is [a] lack of evidence to attribute these decreases to the installation of the CCTV systems alone". This finding reflects the results in one of the earliest authoritative research studies conducted in the United Kingdom. In December 1995, the Home Office issued a study that examined the effectiveness of CCTV systems in the town centres of King's Lynn, Newcastle, and Birmingham. The study concluded that CCTV systems had the greatest impact when first installed, but to be successful they could not be a lone initiative.

Further studies have also suggested that CCTV surveillance is subject to a "life cycle" that reduces any initial impact of CCTV surveillance over time. This phenomenon was identified by the Nacro Report, which systematically reviewed 24 studies that satisfied the minimum research standards recognized by the Home Office. While six systems employed in city centres were found to have had a positive effect, two had a negative effect, and another six had a null or uncertain effect. Further, the impact of CCTV varied depending upon the nature of the offence. The results indicated that CCTV had no impact on violent crimes against the person, such as assault, but did reduce vehicle crime.

More recently, the Home Office released a report, Assessing the Impact of CCTV, which confirmed the Nacro Report and the previous Home Office study (and was significantly greater in scope and allocated research time). The report examined the effectiveness of 13 CCTV systems covering town centres, car-parks, residential areas, and hospitals. It assessed crime statistics, the CCTV system’s management and operation, public opinion surveys, and other initiatives operating in the areas covered. Its conclusion was blunt:

All systems aimed to reduce crime, yet this study suggests that CCTV has generally failed to achieve this. Although police-recorded crime has decreased in six out of the 13 systems for which
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data were available, in only three cases might this decrease be attributable to CCTV, and in only two areas was there a significant decrease compared with the control.

The report recognized that some CCTV systems appeared to deter property offences (such as car theft), but did not influence impulsive alcohol-related offences, which, following national trends, continue to rise. Again, this supported the 1995 study, which concluded that, contrary to popular belief, CCTV has the greatest effect on property-related offences, but it does not deter personal crimes.

The most successful systems covered a variety of locales, from car-parks to hospitals, and were in areas that had few entrance and exit points. For example, car theft decreased by up to 75 per cent in car-parks with a closed environment and with a limited number of entrances and exits. In contrast, results for CCTV systems situated in town centres and residential areas were much more varied, with crime increasing in some areas and decreasing in others.

Displacement has been a significant concern for state CCTV surveillance since its inception. The Home Office report highlighted that while displacement did occur, it was not common. Only one system exhibited evidence that overall crime had shifted to a neighbouring area. Two systems demonstrated displacement only in relation to one category of offences each, namely, burglary and car theft respectively.

Significantly, the report emphasized that the apparent failure of the CCTV systems to achieve their objectives cannot be remedied by simply increasing the number of cameras. The evidence demonstrated that high-density surveillance did not necessarily produce a corresponding reduction in crime. The report suggested that the apparent "blasé attitude" exhibited by offenders towards CCTV surveillance might subside as CCTV captures more offenders.

The United States experience echoes the conclusions drawn by the United Kingdom reports. While the NYPD claimed that CCTV deterred crime by 36 per cent in its housing projects, the crime statistics had already been falling throughout the 1990s. As a result, experts do not accept that this outcome can be attributed solely to CCTV surveillance, but to a variety of established initiatives. In Times Square, the CCTV system was eventually
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removed when it was discovered that the system had contributed to only 10 arrests in 22 months.161

(b) Perceptions of Safety

The second area assessed by the Manukau City Council concerned the impact of CCTV on public perceptions of safety. It should be acknowledged that measuring public opinion is particularly complex and difficult. The Council found that the introduction of CCTV surveillance, along with its other initiatives, had no impact on the public perception of feeling unsafe, which continues to rise. The majority of respondents did not feel any safer despite knowing that a CCTV system had been installed.162 Similar results were found in the Home Office report, which indicated that CCTV systems had virtually no impact in alleviating fears for safety. Ironically, individuals who were aware of the CCTV systems were actually more worried than those who remained ignorant.163

(c) Police are also under Surveillance

Little attention has been afforded to the impact of CCTV surveillance on police practice and behaviour. A United Kingdom research study found that two thirds of police officers interviewed admitted that CCTV surveillance forced them to be "more careful".164 The research revealed that police officers were particularly fearful of an increase in complaints, and that their actions would be interpreted out of context.165 The study raised concerns that CCTV may even undermine police practice because it engenders police reluctance to intervene in violent situations.166 These findings are important — to be effective, CCTV must not be something feared or avoided by police.167

It is clear from the available evidence that CCTV surveillance is not the ‘silver bullet’ that will solve crime or make people feel safer as expected.168 The general failure of state CCTV surveillance to achieve its objectives seriously undermines the argument that it is justified as a proportionate response to a particular set of circumstances. Officials in the United Kingdom have finally acknowledged this issue. In June 2008, the House of Commons Home Affairs Committee called for the suspension of all Home Office funding of CCTV surveillance, and the undertaking of new
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Adequate Safeguards

CCTV surveillance requires comprehensive legislative control as its very existence and operation exposes individuals to potential harm. It is interesting that the surveillance industry is itself publicly pushing for the regulation of CCTV surveillance to ensure adequate safeguards are in place to protect privacy interests.171

Recent research examining the monitoring of CCTV systems with zoom and pan capabilities suggests that visual surveillance may only be as objective as the person operating the camera.172 In a research study of 148 cameras in 3 major areas in the United Kingdom, criminologists Norris and Armstrong exposed apparent racial bias and discrimination, reminiscent to issues of racial profiling by traffic officers. The homeless, youth, and people of colour were systematically and disproportionately targeted "for no apparent reason”.173

The gaze of the cameras does not fall equally on all users of the street but on those who are stereotypically predefined as potentially deviant ... [and] singled out by operators as unrespectable.... [R]ather than contributing to social justice through the reduction of victimisation, CCTV may become a tool of injustice through the amplification of differential and discriminatory policing.

The Nacro Review also identified clear discrimination towards males, particularly black males.174 Norris and Armstrong go even further, questioning the integrity and independence of CCTV operators. In particular, they claim that CCTV operators have, in the past, intentionally avoided filming, or have suppressed footage of, situations that might prove embarrassing to the police.175

In the United States, the American Civil Liberties Union has been particularly vocal in highlighting the vulnerability of women under the
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gaze of CCTV cameras. The use of cameras to zoom up skirts and down blouses is an issue on United States campuses.\textsuperscript{176} Although no studies have been released, instances have been exposed where CCTV cameras were exploited for similar unethical and voyeuristic purposes.\textsuperscript{177} While abuse may not be prevalent, and the evidence is largely anecdotal, the above discussion demonstrates the dangers in proceeding with CCTV surveillance unregulated.

Both inadvertent and intentional disclosure of CCTV images revealing intimate or sensitive events can cause distress, embarrassment, and harm to the individuals involved. In 2004, CCTV footage of the suicide of 22-year-old Paris Lane in the lobby of a building in the Bronx was published on the Internet. Until this incident, the public had been largely unaware that the NYPD monitored 3,100 cameras throughout local African-American communities.\textsuperscript{178} Despite public concern that procedures controlling the videotapes were inadequate, the NYPD has remained reluctant to disclose its operating guidelines publicly.\textsuperscript{179}

\textit{Peck v United Kingdom} exemplifies the need for adequate safeguards to protect individuals from the harmful consequences that disclosure of CCTV footage may bring.\textsuperscript{180} Peck, who suffered from severe depression, attempted suicide one night in August 1995. A CCTV camera operator observed Peck walking down the street carrying a kitchen knife, and notified the police. The police quickly ascertained that Peck was of no danger except to himself. During a promotional campaign for the CCTV system, however, the local council released a ‘success story’ entitled “Defused — The Partnership between CCTV and the Police Prevents a Potentially Dangerous Situation”, which was accompanied by two photographs of Peck.\textsuperscript{181} The press release received extensive media attention, with media reports on local television and the BBC reaching audiences of 350,000 and 9.2 million viewers respectively. In the media publicity, Peck was easily recognizable to those who knew him. As a result of the disclosure, Peck was subjected to jokes, taunts, and abuse, which caused him distress and humiliation.\textsuperscript{182}

In \textit{Peck}, the European Court of Human Rights identified a distinction between being observed incidentally and being scrutinized: “[t]he relevant moment was viewed to an extent which far exceeded any exposure to a passer-by or to security observation ... and to a degree surpassing that
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which the applicant could possibly have foreseen". Consequently, the European Court of Human Rights, in a landmark decision, held that the disclosure of the CCTV surveillance footage to the media constituted an unjustified interference with the right to privacy under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights.  

For many commentators, the horse has long since bolted and state CCTV surveillance is here to stay. CCTV technology is expected to continue to increase in scale, variety, capability, and ultimately, in intrusiveness.  

The police are often abetted in obtaining unnecessary, ineffective, and dangerous powers by the reflexive belief among many citizens that restrictions on liberty do not affect them, or more dangerously, that such restrictions are insubstantial and worth the sacrifice. 

As a more sophisticated blanket of surveillance is extended over society, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain a laissez-faire attitude to its regulation.

V PROPOSALS

The current legal framework is woefully inadequate in regulating state CCTV surveillance; recourse to the NZBORA is fraught with uncertainty. This Part brings together the discussion so far and outlines some proposals to path the way forward.

The Responsibility of Parliament

The current regulatory framework, dependent on the Privacy Act 1993, is narrow in its conception of the harms attributable to state CCTV surveillance. The measure of protection is limited to the interference of state CCTV surveillance, with the focus primarily on the management of surveillance footage. Even when supplemented by the Police Policy, this framework reflects a soft form of regulation that fails to provide adequate oversight and accountability for the decision to implement, continue, or expand a state CCTV system.

The NZBORA does not provide a satisfactory legal framework within which state CCTV surveillance can be governed. The ability to provide
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guidance on the reasonable use of state CCTV surveillance is dependent upon cases being brought. In the meantime, citizens are left uncertain about the extent of their rights against interference from the state. The situation is no easier on local councils and the police. Ex post facto judicial guidance poses a risk that the courts will find particular surveillance to be an "unreasonable search" after substantial investment in the technology has already been made. In this respect, the House of Lords acknowledged that "the right to privacy alone cannot provide an adequate basis for the protection of individuals against over-zealous surveillance".

The responsibility to provide an effective regulatory framework for state CCTV belongs with parliament. In developing a legislative framework to govern state CCTV surveillance, parliament has the greatest access to resources and is politically accountable for its decisions. La Forest J, in examining state CCTV surveillance, recognized the crucial role of parliament:

>[G]eneral video surveillance is not solely or even primarily a legal question, at least not in the sense that it is to be resolved exclusively by the courts. It raises broad socio-political issues, the resolution of which will help to define the proper relationship between the individual and the State in coming decades.

There is a potential for prevalent CCTV surveillance to breed a climate of fear and suspicion, reflecting a breakdown of trust between the state and its citizens. As mentioned above, the House of Lords Select Committee on the Constitution has recommended that CCTV surveillance be regulated in the United Kingdom. The House of Commons Home Affairs Committee recently affirmed the need for balance:

Privacy plays an important role in the social contract between citizen and State: to enjoy a private life is to act on the assumption that the State trusts the citizen to behave in a law-abiding and responsible way. Engaging in more surveillance undermines this assumption and erodes trust between citizen and State.

In demanding greater transparency and accountability, a comprehensive legislative framework will assure the public that CCTV surveillance is
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developing within legally defined parameters and safeguards, thereby promoting a relationship of trust. Most significantly, the preliminary decision to implement a state CCTV system will be addressed. A comprehensive legislative regime will help inform the reasonableness standard under section 21 of the NZBORA and will ensure a more complete protection of reasonable expectation of privacy. The courts will retain their role in assessing the reasonableness of CCTV systems and enforcing the legislative framework.

**Proposals**

1. **Authorization**

The most significant proposal that this article advances is that the ultimate decision-making power to implement a new CCTV system, or to allow the continuation or expansion of an existing system, must rest with a specialized independent body. Central to attaining authorization for the implementation, continuation, or expansion of a CCTV system, is the need to demonstrate that the surveillance is justified in the circumstances. Where it is determined that the surveillance is not justified, authorization should be declined, and in the case of an existing system, an order for its dismantling made.

In Canada, the use of CCTV surveillance is considered an exceptional step that is justified only where alternative law enforcement measures are not feasible or are significantly less effective, and the benefits of surveillance substantially outweigh the negative interference with privacy. This approach recognizes that the predominant belief that CCTV surveillance provides a simple, effective 'silver bullet' to law enforcement issues is largely unfounded. La Forest J highlights that while the police naturally seek out tools that they believe will be helpful, they neglect to consider the risks:

[Police] often under-estimate the dangers these tools may pose to other basic societal values. That is why executive control must be carefully exercised, and why we should look with suspicion at demands for additional intrusions on individual liberty.

The Manukau City Council has accepted that the assumption that CCTV surveillance offers the best solution to crime is difficult to sustain when assessing the effectiveness of CCTV systems and alternative options.
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Similarly, the United Kingdom House of Commons Home Affairs Committee recently concluded its surveillance report. The Home Office should ensure that any extension to the use of camera surveillance is justified by evidence of its effectiveness for its intended purpose, and that its function and operation is understood by the public.

New Zealand should adopt a cautious approach when assessing the justification for CCTV surveillance. In particular, CCTV surveillance should only be authorized where it is both necessary and proportional to the issue it seeks to address. To assist in assessing the justification of a system, it is recommended that the Canadian requirement to undertake a PIA be adopted. A PIA must:

a) Justify the implementation of surveillance, with regard to crime statistics, public safety concerns, and other compelling reasons;

b) Carefully assess the actual or potential implications for privacy; and

c) Propose ways to achieve the objectives without interfering with privacy any more than is absolutely necessary.

Part of the PIA analysis is already provided for in the Police Policy, which provides that cameras must only be installed in areas with a higher incidence of crime, justified by reference to statistics concerning specific categories of offences. A PIA will enhance the effectiveness of CCTV systems by guiding their development further. The CCTV studies demonstrate that the development of a realistic CCTV strategy is crucial to the assessment and success of a system. Both of the United Kingdom reports were critical of the failure to prescribe clear objectives and to take account of local factors such as established crime prevention measures:

Many projects did not have clear objectives. Partly this reflected an uncritical view that CCTV was ‘a good thing’ and that specific objectives were unnecessary. It also typified a lack of understanding
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of what effects CCTV could achieve and the types of problems it was best suited to alleviate.

Consequently, the justification for a proposal in a PIA must have regard to the results of the research studies. In particular, it should be taken into account that:

a) CCTV is most effective in preventing and reducing property-related offences;
b) CCTV works best in areas with limited access points;
c) CCTV has no proven impact on reducing personal or violent crimes;
d) CCTV can increase public safety where it is monitored live (although this is dependent upon response times); and
e) The impact of CCTV is greatest when first installed.

Failure to have regard to these factors is likely to undermine the effectiveness of a system, rendering it a disproportional interference with privacy interests. To assist local authorities and the police in the preparation of their PIA (which is to be assessed by the independent specialized body), a template PIA should be developed. This template can be modelled on the Canadian examples.

2 Accountability

CCTV systems should be subject to regular independent audits by a specialized independent agency. Audits will ensure compliance with legal requirements and provide an opportunity to investigate and evaluate the effectiveness of a CCTV system. This may help indicate areas where there is room for improvement. The results may also suggest where CCTV surveillance is no longer necessary or is proving to be ineffective, such that its continued justification should be re-evaluated. The Manukau report recognized the need to reassess whether the hours of live monitoring should be reduced during times of low incidences of anti-social behaviour. In doing so, the Manukau City Council exhibited an understanding that CCTV systems should be subject to continued justification.
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3 Public Disclosure

The dearth of information available to the public regarding CCTV systems does little to dispel the concerns prevalent in the surveillance literature. At present, the little information available regarding CCTV systems usually comes from promotional material released by local councils or the police. Greater transparency will serve not only to foster trust between citizens and the state, but will also educate the public as to their rights and promote meaningful debate on the issues surrounding surveillance. The United Kingdom Information Commissioner recently highlighted that the crucial role of the public in regulating surveillance “is about educating and encouraging people to use their own rights as much as about what we can do as the regulator”. It is thus proposed that a national register of all CCTV systems be developed. Ideally, as part of this process, information concerning the systems, such as the PIA, should be made available to the public.

4 Search Warrants

The Government intends to adopt the New Zealand Law Commission’s recommendation to enact a generic surveillance warrant regime to govern all forms of surveillance (including audio, tracking, and visual surveillance) for law enforcement purposes. Unfortunately, the new legislative framework will not extend to CCTV surveillance. Prior judicial authorization alleviates concerns that CCTV surveillance will evolve to become excessive, arbitrary, and targeted. In order to assure the public against such fears, the new search warrant regime should be extended to cover the use of CCTV surveillance in the two circumstances outlined below.

First, a search warrant should be required where CCTV surveillance is paired with another form of surveillance, or has advanced capability. Described as ‘mission creep’, the concern in the surveillance literature is that a system introduced for one purpose will invariably be used for an alternative purpose, thereby heightening the intrusion into an individual’s privacy. This would cover the situation where, for example, facial recognition software is added to enhance the system’s capabilities. A further example is the compiling of information into individual profiles:  
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While isolated bits of information (generated, for example, by merely walking around in public spaces and not taking active steps to avoid notice) are not especially revealing, assemblages are capable of exposing people quite profoundly, which leads to the possibility of targeting individuals and even manipulating them.

Arbitrary and drag-net surveillance, recording the movements of individuals simply on the hunch that it may one day prove useful in the investigation of an offence, severely undermines the privacy interests discussed. It raises the distinction between being incidentally observed by a security camera, and being subject to continuous state scrutiny.

Secondly, a search warrant should be obtained where the police, in the course of investigating an offence, wish to use CCTV surveillance to follow or track a person of interest through the public sphere. The Police Policy currently prohibits the use of CCTV surveillance to track an individual, except in circumstances where there is a reasonable suspicion that an offence is taking place. The use of state CCTV surveillance to track and monitor the activities of persons of interest is outside the objectives for which the system was implemented.

It is proposed that the search warrant requirement be modelled on the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (UK). The Act prohibits the police from conducting “directed surveillance”, which covers covert surveillance where the police follow an individual in public without prior authorization. Thus, before conducting direct surveillance, the police must have a reasonable suspicion that an individual has committed or intends to commit a crime, and be authorized by a superintendent or above.

The obligation to obtain a search warrant allows the police to take full advantage of CCTV surveillance, while ensuring that this occurs within legally defined parameters. The procedure permits the lawful extension of the current purposes for which CCTV surveillance may be used.

5 Training

At present, there is no requirement in New Zealand that persons operating a state CCTV surveillance system attain minimum qualifications. The Police Policy provides that it is the individual camera officer’s responsibility to train police and volunteer operators. The lack of national uniformity creates disparity among CCTV systems. Training is an important factor in the success of a system and the technology being used to its full advantage.
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International examples of abuse underscore the need to ensure that operators and those who have access to a CCTV system do not abuse their position of trust within the community. Hence, it is essential that operators are trained, professional, and respectful of privacy interests.220

It is recommended that minimum training standards be developed, the attainment of which should be mandatory for all CCTV operators. The qualification regime could be modelled on the United Kingdom Security Industry Authority licensing regime.221 This regime makes it illegal for an operator to work with a public CCTV system without a Security Industry Authority licence. The training should encompass both ethical considerations and technical skills.222 The United Kingdom licensing regime suffers from clear gaps — in particular, the licence requirement applies only to contracted CCTV operators.223 In order to attain a uniform and minimum standard across all CCTV systems, the licence requirement should apply to all participants, whether they are police, contractors, employees, or volunteers.224

6 Penalties

In the past, regulatory bodies have been criticized as ineffective because they are notoriously under-resourced and reliant upon the co-operation of the agencies that they regulate.225 It is essential that the specialist agency has the power and resources to enforce the regulations and to impose meaningful penalties, including fines, imprisonment, and public apologies.226

In the United Kingdom, an individual working without the necessary licence is exposed to a maximum penalty of £5,000, or 6 months imprisonment, or both.227 It is also appropriate that civil or criminal penalties attach to the deliberate abuse of CCTV surveillance. The penalties would be designed to address egregious breaches of privacy, such as intentionally filming intimate activities within private premises. Like the licensing regime, meaningful deterrence of unacceptable behaviour
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requires a system of fines and imprisonment. Different penalties will be appropriate in different circumstances depending upon the harm caused by the breach. For example, the issuing of a public apology in *Peck*228 was criticized as an inappropriate remedy in respect of a breach of privacy.229 Unlike defamation, further publicity cannot remedy a breach of privacy but may actually serve to compound its effects. Rather, compensation for hurt and humiliation may be more appropriate in circumstances where a public apology will cause further embarrassment and distress.230

The above proposals are designed to address the weaknesses of the current legal framework, and the key issues of concern exhibited in the surveillance literature. In particular, state CCTV surveillance must be justified in the circumstances, and prior approval must be attained from an independent agency before implementation or expansion.

VI CONCLUSION

Well over 26 million CCTV cameras have been introduced internationally,231 and the proliferation of state CCTV surveillance and the technical capabilities of CCTV cameras will only increase. CCTV surveillance technology is commonly promoted as an effective and valuable law enforcement tool that reduces the incidence of crime and other anti-social behaviour, and improves public perceptions of safety.

This article has identified that the intrusive nature of state CCTV surveillance poses a special threat to an individual’s privacy, which has a social function that is necessary to human flourishing, self-development, dignity, and autonomy. Pervasive and excessive state CCTV surveillance increases an individual’s self-consciousness, which in turn breeds inhibition. Over time, the loss of privacy in the public sphere may threaten freedom of expression and association — fundamental tenets of a democratic society.

International experience demonstrates the importance of ensuring adequate safeguards to protect individuals from the abuse of state CCTV surveillance. The monitoring or disclosure of sensitive or intimate activities can cause individuals immense distress, humiliation, and embarrassment. Effective regulation is necessary to ensure that state CCTV surveillance does not evolve into a modern mechanism of discrimination by targeting those sections of society perceived as ‘undesirable’.

In light of these concerns, the current legal framework governing state CCTV surveillance in New Zealand is demonstrably weak and ineffective.
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New Zealand law neither prohibits, nor authorizes, the implementation of state CCTV surveillance. The Privacy Act 1993, supplemented by the Police Policy, is primarily designed to protect the security of personal information, and focuses on the management of CCTV surveillance. This narrow focus fails to appreciate the privacy interests that are inherently prejudiced by the existence of state CCTV surveillance. In particular, the current legal framework fails to address the preliminary and more significant issue concerning the justification for the implementation of state CCTV surveillance in the first place. The New Zealand Law Commission has recognized this:

It can be difficult for citizens to appreciate the privacy implications of routine surveillance and the collection of information that is not of itself discreditable or embarrassing. The laissez faire attitude, 'if I've got nothing to hide, I've got nothing to worry about', is prevalent, particularly where surveillance is justified for public interest reasons such as security.

Whether a particular state CCTV surveillance system is justified is open to considerable challenge. International research has revealed that the prevalent assumption that state CCTV surveillance reduces the incidence of crime and increases public perceptions of safety is largely unfounded. In particular, the research suggests that, while state CCTV surveillance may reduce the incidence of property-related offences, it has no impact on violent crime or the public's feelings of safety.

The Police Policy provides for a review procedure to assess the effectiveness and continuing necessity of a CCTV system. However, it is questionable whether the police — who have a vested interest in the system — should be responsible for undertaking the reviews. Further, the fact that oversight is confined to the police (as local councils and other state organizations remain outside the ambit of the Police Policy), is concerning. In the absence of effective oversight, the state must be trusted that it will use CCTV surveillance in an enlightened way. In such circumstances, the necessity of recourse to the NZBORA is heightened. Nevertheless, an ex post facto judicial analysis does not by itself provide sufficient oversight and accountability against the spread of an increasingly sophisticated blanket of state surveillance.

Meaningful and effective control of state CCTV surveillance requires the enactment of a comprehensive legislative framework. This article has advanced a series of proposals that the legislative framework should incorporate, drawing upon the wealth of international experience and information. Most significant is the requirement that the implementation, continuation, and expansion of state CCTV surveillance be authorized
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by an independent specialized body. All surveillance should be shown to be justified in the circumstances as a necessary and proportionate law enforcement measure. In this respect, the Canadian PIA provides valuable guidance in assessing the justification of a CCTV system in New Zealand.

New Zealand is in a unique position to shape the way in which state CCTV surveillance develops, before it becomes wide-spread. The time to address the issues surrounding state CCTV surveillance is now. The enactment of a comprehensive legislative framework governing state CCTV surveillance will ensure that New Zealand strikes an appropriate balance between the recognition and protection of privacy interests, and the pursuit of legitimate law enforcement objectives. In doing so, it will influence the relationship between state and citizen in the years to come.